[Pioneer neurons: a basis or bottleneck of diversity of nervous systems of Lophotrochozoa?].
In a case study on development of larvae of Trochozoa species of different systematic positions, it was shown that peripheral neurons differentiated firstly. According to the characters of early peripheral neurons, in particular their localization in parts that differed from known zones of appearance of central ganglia, the difficult periphery of processes used as a "frame" by differentiated neurons of definitive nervous system, and transient expression of specific markers, it is reputed that these cells are pioneer. On the one hand, pioneer neurons are the bottleneck of morphogenesis diversity in late stages of development which prepare, in early larvae, the framework of the further central nervous system. On the other hand, navigation and marking using pioneer neurons can be a mechanism of evolutionary lability of definitive neural structures. Functional adaptive significance of pioneer neurons of larvae of Trochozoa animals, probably, is in the maintenance of a fast change from larvae life-form to adult life-form in metamorphosis that decreases the time of animals at intermediate stages of morphogenesis, which are associated with a dramatic fall in adaptation.